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1. THERE IS A NEW NORMAL
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We can no longer consider nature as a free & inexhaustible resource
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Natural risks are now recognised as real financial risks
▪ We have clear and definitive messages from the science community such as the IPPC report on the need to limit
warming to below 1.5C
▪ Signals from nature are loud and clear, evidenced in last 18 months by the Covid 19 panedemic

There is a Sense of Emergency across all levels of society

Existing business models have disturbed the balance of Nature creating new risks and new opportunities:
▪ Climate Change has been designated by the WEF the largest risk of destabilisation of the world.

Ex: Climate Migrants
▪ Opportunities are not always aligned with the RIGHT PURPOSE
▪ Ex: Pole Melting Sea Ice
▪ A critical fact: Existing Balance Sheet are already full in Fossil Fuel to reach the additional 1.5 degree
▪

We are Carbon Addicted!
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The cost of inaction is not a question anymore
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We need to look beyond traditional economic growth
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The ultimate solution:

Integrate these externalities into your business model and move from:

Carbon avoidance → Carbon capture
Nature preservation → Nature regeneration
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Time of action for the sustainable transition

Set a vision with a strong
Corporate Value
▪ To operate it at the best

costs
▪ To identify new
opportunities
▪ To manage new risks
▪ To avoid stressed assets

◼

Systemic challenge
▪ Complex
▪ Collabortative
▪ Importance of Data

Uneven transition
▪ More or less exposed
▪ Short and Long term

Reallocation of capital
▪ With profit
▪ With purpose

vision and action
▪ Strategic level
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2. FINANCING THE TRANSITION TO NET-ZERO
Moving from a focus on labeled products to assessing
the ‘net-zero’ impact of every strategic decision

◼
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Finance has been playing catch up for years

◼
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In 2021, the year of net-zero the entire game has changed

• Countries - COP26:
The global UN summit on climate change and how countries will tackle it – focus in
Glasgow on “the race to zero”
• Investors:
“The transition to net-zero is fundamentally reshaping the global economy” Larry Fink,
BlackRock, January 2021
• Corporates:
“A fifth of the world’s largest companies have commited to net-zero” Forbes March 2021
• Banking industry - NZBA:
In April 2021 the vast majority of our peers joined the UN’s Net-Zero Banking Alliance
(NZBA) effectively creating a future state with limited financing options for companies who
are not on a path to net-zero

THE GAME
CHANGER FOR:
Countries
Corporates
Investors
Banks
Everyone

• BNP Paribas:
A founding signatory to the NZBA and a confirmation of our commitment to being netzero by 2050 following a decade of progessive climate action

◼
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The significance of the Net-Zero Banking Alliance

43

Founding
Banks

28.5

trillion
US$ in assets

SHOULD INCREASE

MAGNITUDE
OF
◼

BOTH

RISKS

A C C E L E R AT I O N
AND

OPPORTUNITIES
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Net-zero presents enormous business opportunities
Transition required within Energy, Transportation, Real Estate/Construction and Heavy industries, where most players both
corporates and financial institutions will have to evolve their business models:
Reducing carbon emitting within their
activities
▪ Massive financing needs to implement the
first wave of reduction (with existing levers)
▪ R&D financing required now as 2030-2050
CO2 reduction will require disruptive
technologies

Gradually scaling-up planet-positive activities,
including carbon capture
▪ Key focus by 2030, especially for energy companies
(RE ramp up required before scale down on fossil)
▪ Different pace across regions
▪ Laggards expected to try to catch up through
acquisitions

Gradually scaling-down
carbon emitting activities
▪ Timing of disinvestment: a
complex dilemma
▪ Asset sales / disposals vs.
decommissioning

Gradually revising investment portfolios’ strategy towards positive emitting activities and reinforcing the need of the bridge on ESG activities
between Corporates and Financial institutions

Net-Zero Carbon economy requires $100-125Tn+
cumulative investments globally through 2050
x6-8 of annual investment
needed to achieve 1.5°C target

NAR
Transportation
(incl. Aviation, Shipping)

$3-4Tn

◼

11%

40%

Power
(incl. O&G) 49%

EUROPE 17%

$0.5Tn
2020

17%

RoW

Yearly investment
2021-2050

Other sectors

▪ EU historical leadership in ESG: Next
Generation EU: €750bn by 2025, 30% via green
bonds
▪ Fast acceleration in the US ($2Tn infra plan)

55%
6% 5%

Governments committed across Regions

APAC ▪

APAC to concentrate 50%+ of investments
e.g. China new 5Y plan , carbon neutral by 2060

Buildings
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And significant transition risk

TRIGGERS

E A R LY S I G N A L S

REGULATIONS
EARLY EXITS
Actors initiating exits
or selling stakes
POLICIES

TECHNOLOGY

FINANCIAL RISK
MATERIALISING REPUTATIONAL RISKS
NGOs and press attacks

▪ Pricing risk
▪ Credit risk

SOCIETAL PRESSURE
DECREASING INVESTORS APPETITE
CONSUMERS EVOLVING NEEDS

◼
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Solutions for commercial banks: adapted offers and products

Capital
Market

Investment
Product

▪

Green and sustainable products
for financing and investment

▪

Development of green and
sustainable solutions
− Blended Finance
− Capital flows for scaling
− De-risking and funding
optimization

▪

Though OTC structure and funds
(aggregator <> syndication)

Personal
Finance

FOCUS

Carbon

◼

Trade
Finance

Leasing
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The toolbox to accelerate the transition to net-zero
1

8

Accelerate the
transition of your
business model

2
Align your
financing to your
sustainability
ambition

Compensate
your residual
carbon footprint

Green / S. assets or
Projects Financing
Industrial
Assets

7

3

Engage your
employees & local
communities

Transition your
assets towards
energy efficiency &
decarbonisation

Client
logo

Real
Estate

Logistics

IT Procurement

6

4

Invest funds in
sustainability
solutions

Partner to offer
integrated
S. Solutions

5

Mobility / Fleet

Engage your
supply chain &
customers
S. : Sustainable/Sustainability

◼
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A Corporate Sustainability Journey
Implementing a SF solution requires all previous steps to have been completed – except S-rating potentially
We are keen to support our clients also at some of the early stages

S-Reporting
S-Awareness

▪ NFDR*
▪ Audited

▪ Impact of ESG factors
on credit rating

ESG Rating

S-Storyline
S-Solutions

S-Diagnosis
▪
▪
▪
▪

Materiality analysis
Peers comparison
Regulation new obligations
Financial Market attractivity

S-Strategy

▪ To support Corporate’s S-journey
▪ S-Finance among other
▪ Adaptation / Innovation

▪ Define Mission/ Sense of Purpose
▪ Deduct the targeted business model
▪ Define the transition path from the existing to the
targeted business model with a full set of quantitative
and qualitative targets together with timeframe

◼

▪ Financing Markets: market dynamics,
enhancement of sustainability profile,
▪ Internally: add lever for the Corporate
▪ Replicability of structure
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BNP Paribas sustainable solutions to help clients in sustainability journey
Setting up the adequate financial toolbox
to answer the clients’ sustainability needs
ADAPT
BUSINESS
MODEL TO
SUSTAINABILITY

ENSURE
PRODUCTS
ARE
MANUFACTURED
AND SOURCED
RESPONSIBLY

Green M&A

Sustainability
Linked Loan

Investment in
positive
start-ups

Green Loan

Green impact
facility / TLFF

ESG-linked
Supplier
Financing
program

Sustainable
Commo. Flow
Financing

Responsible
Equity Indices

Green /
Sustainable
Bond

Green Private
Placement

Green
Real Estate

Responsible /
impact
investing funds

INVEST IN
SUSTAINABLE ASSETS

◼

Renewable
Energy
Financing

Electric and
Hybrid boats

Sustain.
receivables for
Energy Efficiency

Voluntary Offiset
of
Carbon Emissions

Collaborative financing
solutions for sustainable
transformative projects
Green
Securitization

INVEST TO
REDUCE
CARBON
FOOTPRINT,
OR IMPROVE
RESOURCE
EFFICIENCY

✓

Grant Trust / Facility:
Impact or Blended
Finance Facility or Funds

✓

Leveraging
Philanthropies

✓

Public and Private
Funding: for scaling,
accelerating, derisking
and optimizing
sustainable projects

Green leasing
Solutions

Green Export
Finance

Emission trading /
Carbon hedging

OFFSET
CARBON /
HEDGE
CARBON
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BNP Paribas provides a comprehensive range of sustainable finance solutions
An integral range of Sustainable Finance solutions, co-created with our clients at the forefront of Sustainability
- Most innovative Investment Bank for
Social Bonds

- Lead manager of the year, green bonds –
corporate

Bonds

USE OF PROCEEDS

✓ GREEN, SOCIAL AND SUSTAINABLE
BONDS
✓ TRANSITIONS BONDS

- Most innovative Investment Bank
for Sustainability-linked loans
- Most innovative Investment
Bank for Sustainable FIG
financing
- Loan Structurer / Arranger /
Coordinator of the Year

Loans

✓ GREEN LOANS

Other Instruments

✓ GREEN GUARANTEES

Funds directed at predefined
categories of sustainable
projects

KPI-LINKED INSTRUMENTS
Adjustment in response to
targeted changes in the
sustainability performance of
the borrower/issuer

◼

✓ SUSTAINABILITY LINKED BONDS

✓ SUSTAINABILITY LINKED LOANS

✓ SUSTAINABILITY LINKED
SCHULDSCHEINS
✓ SDG-LINKED DERIVATIVES
✓ SUSTAINABILITY LINKED LETTERS OF
CREDIT
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3. THE CASE FOR BLENDED AND IMPACT FINANCING

◼
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BNP Paribas: co-creating blended finance solutions
Blended Finance: the strategic use of development finance and
philanthropic funds to mobilize private capital flows to emerging
and frontier markets.
Secures ROI

With this set-up, we seek to:

Offtake Agreements
Financial
Returns

PRIVATE
CAPITAL

Market conditions

BLENDED FINANCE
STRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENT
CAPITAL

PROJECT

▪

Strategically allocate public
money (DFI’s and MDB’s) and
philanthropy funds

▪

De-risk the project thanks to
catalytic capital, thereby
attract private investors

▪

Scale projects that have a
positive social and
environmental co-benefits

▪

Optimization of the overall
cost of funding of positive
impact projects

▪

Identify partner organizations
to form strong and diverse
blended finance consortiums

Concessional conditions

Public money and/or
philantropy

Technical Assistance
Grants

◼

In 2019, BNPP built a dedicated
and expert Blended Finance Task
Force

Social &
Environment
al co-benefits
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WHERE WE BEGAN
TROPICAL LANDSCAPE FINANCE FACILITY
(TLFF) – PROJECT BOND

◼
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Pioneering blended finance: the Tropical Landscape Finance Facility
Leveraging private finance for public good in Indonesia

TLFF in a nutshell
▪

TLFF is a partnership between UN Environment, World Agroforestry
Centre (ICRAF), ADM Capital and BNP Paribas

▪

TLFF aims to bring long-term finance to projects and companies that
stimulate green growth and improve rural livelihoods in Indonesia

▪

Developing sustainable natural rubber plantations on heavily degraded
land with environmental and social objectives & safeguards

▪

The supplier is PT Royal Lestari Utama (“RLU”), a JV between Michelin
(49%) and an affiliate of PT Barito Pacific (51%)

Roles and key partners

Monitoring and
governance on
the programme

SteerCo, Advisory board
◼ TLFF Secretariat
established in Jakarta
◼ Lending Committee and
Grant Committee
established

Inaugural transaction in 2018
▪

◼

TLFF I Pte Ltd issued a US$ 95,000,000 Sustainability Bond to finance a
sustainable natural rubber plantation on heavily degraded land in Jambi
(Sumatra) and East Kalimantan, Indonesia

◼ Independent Chairman,

International Centre
for Research in
Agroforestry (ICRAF)

Facility Manager
selecting and
monitoring projects

Capital markets
advisor and
structurer
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Three years on, lessons learned from TLFF

Challenges
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Limitations of the project bond model
Size should be USD 100 million and below
Origination still coming from the public sectors
Alignment challenges
Difficult to address the smallholders (which represents more or less
40% of the production)
▪ Technical Assistance cost is higher than expected (awareness,
education, culture, lack of infrastructure,

◼

Opportunities
▪ The need for Blended Finance Platform for FUND FACILITY to
involve private sector investors as well corporates
▪ The growing number of Net Zero committments at country and
company level
▪ Strong balance between Public and Private – build a franchise with
the same players
▪ Capacity to aggregate small – mid projects on a global basis,
replicate projects to create size and reduce the transaction costs
▪ Promote the concept of the Nature Based Solutions: Landscape /
Eco-system
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THE FUND FACILITY
EXAMPLE 1:
THE SUB-NATIONAL CLIMATE FUND (SCF)

◼

26
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What is the Sub-National Climate Fund (SCF)?
SCF is expected to be the first private equity fund for infrastructure to feature a Technical Assistance Facility (TAF) that provide local
governments with capacity building and certified all projects for SDG impact prior to investment

Major innovation

Unique design

▪

A Coalition of
experienced
organisations

Major
innovations

◼

A
differentiated
focus and
sourcing
approach

Strong
impacts

▪

▪

$750M capital to be invested in a portfolio
of
around
20-25
sub-national
infrastructure projects in developing
regions, with a target project size ranging
from $5M to $75M

Coalition of experienced partners

International NFP
Sponsor
coordinating the
project

To finance portfolio’s individual project, SCF
will provide blended equity while sourcing
commercial debt and equity financing from
international and domestic investors
A $28M Technical Assistance Facility to
be implemented in tandem, yet financially
and operationally separate from the Fund.

International Bank
GCF accredited
Custodian &
Distribution roles

Swiss Impact
Certifying Body

Membership Union
GCF accredited
TAF Manager

First and sole US GCF
accredited
Private Equity Fund
Manager
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SCF & the Fund Facility

◼
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THE FUND FACILITY
EXAMPLE 2:
THE GLOBAL FUND FOR CORAL REEF (GFCR)

◼
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Harnessing the blue economy with blended finance
UNSUSTAINABLE LAND-BASED ACTIVITIES
HARMING THE OCEAN

Towards a SUSTAINABLE GREEN ECONOMY

THE OCEAN
Plastic &
Agricultural Waste
Management

Climate
Change

Investment, Financing,
Sustainable Solutions

✓ Global Goals
achievement

✓ New
Business
models

R&D and
Awareness

DEGRADATION & OVER-EXPLOITATION OF
OCEAN ASSETS
Partnerships &
Coalitions

Over-Fishing

Energy
generator

✓ Healthy
ecosystem

Natural
resources
provider

Shipping

Coast Tourism

◼

Carbon
capture

Towards a SUSTAINABLE BLUE ECONOMY
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Global Fund for Coral Reefs
The Global Fund for Coral Reefs is the first UN SDG14 fund delivering
on environmental, social and economic resilience
▪ The GFCR is a public-private partnership that includes a coalition of core Philanthropies, Member States, UN
Organizations, Global Funds and Impact Investors that will be seen as leaders in this space
▪ It seeks to enhance the resilience and adaptive capacity of priority coral reef ecosystems and of the communities that
depend on them, by investing $500M in businesses & activities (including policy, technical assistance and pipeline
development) that restore, protect and reduce drivers of degradation across the most resilient reefs.

SPONSORS & PARTNERS
▪
▪
▪

BNP Paribas
United Nations
UNCDF, UNDP, UNEP
Green Climate Fund

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Indonesia
Philippines
Eritrea
India
Bahamas
Tanzania

▪
▪
▪
▪

Malaysia
Brazil
Maldives
Kenya
Thailand
Fiji

BNPP role will be
▪

Investment window Manager
and one of the GCRF
Sponsor

▪

Member of the Joint Global
team and participation to the
GFCR Investment Committee

▪

Contributor to the fund
raising (commercial / impact
investors & private
foundations) and distribution
of the fund

PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION
▪
▪
▪
▪

Pegasus
Paul Allen Foundation
Albert II of Monaco
SystemIQ

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

BNPP engagement is driven by
its leadership and/or strong
position on sustainable blue
economy, in particular for
biodiversity

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Target fund size:
Target return:
Financial instrument:
Duration:

Solomon Islands
Mozambique
Comoros
Papua New Guinea
Madagascar
Vietnam

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

USD $500M*
6-10%
Private equity & debt
10 years

Sri Lanka
Haiti
Cambodia
Djibouti
Dominican Republic

* $150M in grants and $350M in private investment

◼
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GFCR will include grant & investment ‘windows’
Unique structure to unlock pipeline development and
mobilize private capital
Governance

Contributors

GFCR Executive Board
12-14 members (incl. UN, Grant Window investors, 2
observers from the IC)
Donor Governments

Private Foundations

GRANT WINDOW
($125 million)

Window
(target size)

Target activities

Advisory Committee (10

– 20 experts)
GFCR Investment Committee
6 members (incl. 2 observers from the Grant Exec. Board)
Private
Foundations

Impact
investors

DFIs

INVESTMENT WINDOW
($500 million)

Grants, concessional loans and/or guarantees in policy
development and technical assistance

Debt and equity investments in projects and private side
businesses

Joint Global team

Financing
Instruments

◼

Grants

Concessional loans

Guarantees

Long-term debt

Equity
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BLENDED FINANCE
MAKING PROGRESS BUT STILL A LOT OF
CHALLENGES TO BE ADDRESSED

◼
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Challenges for the financing community to build blended finance

Key considerations and actions to take to be
able to fill in the gaps and make it possible

Key challenges to be addressed to be able to mobilize
public and private investments at scale in impact
investing and Blended Finance

▪ Observation of failures between the public and private sectors on:

Ways of working

Regulatory framework

PUBLIC SECTOR
Vertical integration

Transactional costs

PRIVATE SECTOR

BUILDING UP DEDICATED PLATFORMS

◼
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THE WRAP UP!

◼
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Changing our behaviors
COLLABORATIVE

MORE
INTERACTIONS

INNOVATIVE

SCENARIOS

BIG DATA

RIGHT TIMING

NEW FINANCIAL
SCHEMES

FUTURE
THINKING

MEASUREMENT
OF IMPACT

DESINVESTING &
INVESTING RISKS

TRUST

TRANSPARENCY

Danger: over greenwashing

◼
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THANK YOU merci
mèsitak GRAZIE chokrane
dhanyavadobrigado ARIGATÔ dziękuję
GRACIASdanke ευχαριστώ NANDRI
спасибо MAHALO teşekkür
ederim

◼
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